Landscape Architect Fletcher Steele’s Work at

The George Doubleday Estate, 1929-1935
Ridgefield, Connecticut

Introduction
The image on the cover was taken in 1929 looking north from the back terrace at Westmoreland,
George Doubleday’s main house on his Ridgefield, Connecticut estate.
About halfway along the winding path and to the right was the Doubleday “Casino”, a gathering
place for social activities such as cards, fundraisers and other entertainments. A formal flower garden
was in place adjacent to the east side of the Casino.
At the end of the winding path was the estate’s large vegetable garden, somewhat visible off in the
distance. A greenhouse, built in 1928, is out of view to the right of the vegetable garden in this
photograph.
George Doubleday hired renowned Boston-based landscape architect Fletcher Steele in 1929 for
two primary projects: 1) an addition to the existing greenhouse, and 2) to design a recreation
complex around the Casino. This document is about those two projects.
The northwest end of today’s Westmoreland Homeowners’ Association parking lot is where the
greenhouses were located. The association’s recreation area was the site of Steele’s recreation
complex. Remnants of his design work in that area still remain.
Doubleday’s Westmoreland house is today home to Congregation Shir Shalom of Westchester and
Fairfield Counties. The steps and pillars in the cover image are still in place, but the sweeping view is
not, blocked by trees that have grown tall over time.
Fletcher Steele is considered by many to be the essential link between the formalism of nineteenthcentury Beaux Art design and modern landscape design.
Terry McManus, Ridgefield Garden Club, November, 2020

George and Alice Doubleday bought Francis M. Bacon’ s Ridgefield estate, “Nutholme”, in 1915. Bacon was head of Bacon and
Company, a dry goods and woolen firm in Manhattan. The Doubleday’s proceeded to acquire much of the neighboring land mostly
to the west and eventually totaling nearly 300 acres. They named the main house, pictured above, “Westmoreland”.
Alice Doubleday died in 1919 at age 42. She was the sister of Lucy Lynch who with her husband John Lynch owned West Mountain
Farm in Ridgefield, now the site of Ridgefield Academy.
Alice and George Doubleday had four children: Marguerite, George Chester, James M., and Alice. George Doubleday hired Mary
May White as his personal secretary and household assistant in 1920. They were married in 1937. George was president and
chairman of Ingersoll-Rand. Mary was active in many organizations in town including St. Stephen’s Church. She was a past president
and active member of the Ridgefield Garden Club from 1922 until her death in 1968.
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George Doubleday hired landscape architect Fletcher Steele when Steele was
nearly 20 years into his 60 year career. Steele’s mentor was Warren H. Manning
who designed the landscape for the Fraser estate in Ridgefield. Both men were
regular speakers at Ridgefield Garden Club meetings in the early-1920s.

Fletcher Steele
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One of the first projects Steele completed for George Doubleday was a
desired addition to the 1928 greenhouse pictured above which couldn’t
accommodate tall plants such as bay tree, oleanders and hibiscus in the winter.
George Doubleday didn’t want the estate’s landscape marred by more
rooflines, and conceived the idea of a winter greenhouse, two-thirds of which
would be underground. His children suggested a fireplace to make it a cozy
retreat in the winter, and George imagined if he were to sit in there, the sound
of dripping water, always music to his ears, would be a great addition.

Called simply “The Patio”, Steele’s design for the sunken greenhouse consisted of stairways, ramps, a balustraded balcony, arched
entryways, iron-grated windows, an old slate Spanish plaque, marble shelves, a fireplace and a dripping waterfall. The plaster
interior walls of The Patio were irregular and painted variegated colors of yellow, blue, pink and purple.
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Steele’s memories of Cordova and Seville were rustically expressed at The
Patio as captured in these two photographs of the greenhouse interior. The
Patio housed a variety of different sized plants, and was a perfect place for
horticultural experiments.
Mary May White Doubleday wrote a piece about The Patio for The Bulletin
of The Garden Club of America in November, 1941. The piece is included
with this document.
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Steele designed a small terrace covered
with a rustic grapevine arbor at the west
end of The Patio. Named Georgio’s Place,
the terrace included a weathered oak table
and bench that was a favorite place to sit in
the summer. A small stone-walled vestibule
painted a blue color seen in Italy separated
the terrace from The Patio. A rough oak
shelf supported a canary-yellow Carboni
bowl converted into a wash basin. As Mary
wrote in the paper for the GCA Bulletin, “…
you are sure you have been transported to
a quaint corner of Spain.”
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The second project Doubleday asked Steele to design was
a recreation complex around the existing Casino building,
partially pictured on the left of the top image, and the large
formal flower garden to its east, part of which is pictured in
the lower image.
The Casino was the site of many Ridgefield Garden Club
meetings, fundraisers, luncheons, dinners, and flower
shows over the years. It was undoubtedly used for many
other social functions, too. The building dated to Francis
Bacon’s ownership of the property, but Doubleday had
modified it over time. (The building was still in place in the
early-1990’s, long after the estate had been subdivided in
the late-1960’s. The Westmoreland Homeowners’
Association later replaced the building, only keeping the
original fireplace and chimney in place. Today, the flower
garden is the site of the association’s swimming pool.)
Steele’s design plan for the recreation complex centered on
a long vista that originated at a small stage on the west
(laterally adjacent to the bowling green), that then ran the
length of the pool (primarily a reflecting pool but deep
enough at one end for a diving board), an outdoor
ballroom, and a pine allée, terminating at a fountain over
400 feet away from the small stage.
Steele’s finished pool is pictured in the top image (it is now
the site of the association’s kiddie pool).
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The outdoor ballroom immediately to the south of the Casino included a large rectangular dance space with an
orchestra platform and demi-lune wood benches with wrought iron supports on either side of the dance space (some
of the benches are visible above under the umbrellas in this image from 1935). Today’s Westmoreland Homeowners’
Association basketball court occupies the space.
The entrance to the ballroom was a double-sided wrought iron structure, 32 feet long by 10 feet high and 4 feet wide,
pictured above with a vertically-striped top in 1935. Beyond the structure in this image is the reflecting pool. The
bowling green for croquet and other lawn sports is just beyond the pool.
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Steele’s entrance to the ballroom, the double-sided wrought iron structure, consists of 20
wrought-iron panel supports, each housing four iron-casted diamond motifs. Wrought iron
bars and other cast iron motifs span the top of the panels and support a gable shaped
wrought-iron top that originally included a copper cornice. Chains hanging from the top
were connected to the horizontal bars. Finials topped the structure. Today it is commonly
referred to as a pergola.
The reflecting pool beyond the pergola was designed with several spray fountains along its
perimeter.
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Steele designed a pine allée at the far end of the vista, to the east
of the outdoor ballroom, with a large hexagon-shaped fountain at
the very end of the allée. The fountain completed his long vista
that started with the small stage and bowling green, and
continued to the reflecting pool, pergola, outdoor ballroom, pine
allée and fountain.
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Above: the pergola in 1991 at Westmoreland and below in 1993 at Ballard Park

Above: the pergola in Ballard Park today

The Westmoreland Homeowners’ Association created a
neighborhood recreation area after the Doubleday estate was
subdivided. It included the Doubleday tennis court and Steeledesigned pool. They later added the basketball court and larger
pool, and renovated the Casino. They eventually replaced the
Casino with a newer building, keeping only the chimney and
fireplace with its elaborate mantel in tact. Photographs of the
fireplace and mantel are included at the end of this document.
The pergola remained in its place until 1991, situated between the
Steele-designed pool and what was by then a basketball court. The
Ridgefield Preservation Trust moved it to Ballard Park in 1992
where more members of the Ridgefield community could enjoy it.
The pergola sits at the north end of the park’s historic parterre
perennial garden that has been underwritten and maintained by
the Ridgefield Garden Club since 1982.
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Some parts of Steele’s work at the Doubleday
estate are still recognizable today. Four of the
demi-lune benches with Steele’s wrought iron
supports and bird motifs are still in place along
one side of the basketball court. The concrete
steps from the benches down to the ballroom are
still in place as is the brick wall on the east end of
the original ballroom space in the near part of
this photograph.
Past the basketball court and barely visible in this
photograph is Steele’s reflecting pool which is
now used as a kiddie pool.
The building on the right of the photograph
replaced the Doubleday Casino but is in roughly
the same location as the Casino that dates to
Francis M. Bacon’s time.
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Steele’s pine allée is still somewhat
visible today. Remnants of the
fountain and its pump house beyond
the allée are still in place but have
been overgrown with thick vegetation.

Nothing remains of The Patio, Steele’s
addition to the 1928 greenhouse. It
would have been located at the far
end of this parking lot.
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The end of the Westmoreland back terrace today, now the back of Congregation Shir Shalom.

This document was prepared for the Ridgefield Garden Club’s digital archive. It is available to anyone who is interested; simply
contact Terry McManus. Thank you to the following: Margaret Eustace; Jack Sanders; Laura Morris and the Congregation Shir
Shalom of Westchester and Fairfield Counties; Betsy Reid and the Ridgefield Historical Society for the 1991 image of the pergola at
Westmoreland; The Garden Club of America Archives; and Robin Karson and Jonathan Lippincott of the Library of American
Landscape History. All sketches and black and white images are from the Fletcher Steele Collection at the SUNY College of
Environmental Science and Forestry Archives. More plans, sketches and images of Fletcher Steele’s work at the Doubleday estate
can be found at this link: https://cdm16694.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p16694coll25/search/searchterm/doubleday.

Terry McManus, Ridgefield Garden Club, tamcman1@gmail.com, 203-482-4760
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The Casino fireplace mantel
Fletcher Steele had no involvement with the enormous carved
Renaissance Revival mantel and fireplace surround that is still
in place today at the Westmoreland recreation center. But it is
such an interesting piece that it is worth a mention. When the
Westmoreland Homeowners’ Association eventually replaced
the Doubleday Casino with today’s building, they kept the
fireplace and mantel. The mantel is carved in high relief, with
figures wearing 16th century dress in “conquistador” style. The
panels include cherubim, fruit and allegorical scenes common
to the idiom. The carving is very detailed and possibly of
European origin. The moldings that define the shelf and side
panels, however, are executed in shallow relief, indicating they
might have been added later.
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Terry McManus
Club Historian/Archivist
Club chairman, Garden History & Design Committee
Ridgefield Garden Club
Ridgefield Connecticut
November, 2020

